
                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                                 p.1.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. An ________________________________ is used for boring holes.

2. They were __________________________________ here.

3. __________________________________ is used in making soap.

4. __________________________________ down and go to sleep.

lye                       lie                        all                     awl
   



                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                                 p.2.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. He ______________________________ the horse down the

___________________________________.

2. The dog _______________________________ in the

____________________________________.

road                       rode                           lane                            lain



                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                                 p.3.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. A mouse has ___________________________________ in the

_______________________________ of grain.

2. Go _____________________________________________ for the

_______________________________________________ time.

bin                          been                         forth                        fourth



                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                                 p.4.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. That is _____________________________ a square

________________________________________.

2. Did you _______________________________ the

_____________________________ last summer.

knot                            not                          see                         sea



                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                                 p.5.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. He _____________________________________ the

__________________________________ book.

2. The bold ________________________________________________

came by __________________________________________________.

read                          red                            knight                          night



                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                                 p.6.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. I heard __________________________________ sing a

____________________________________________.

2. She told the ____________________________________ about the

cat’s _________________________________________.

him                            hymn                           tail                          tale



                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                                 p.7.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. The wind ___________________________________________ the

______________________________________________ shirt.

2. __________________________________________ you like to go to

the forest for _______________________________________?

blue                         blew                          wood                        would



                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                                 p.8.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. ________________________________ clock chimes on the

_______________________________________________.

2. A _________________________________________ carries blood to
the heart.

3. The weather __________________________________ pointed east.

4. She was _____________________________________ about her
looks.

hour                     our                       vain                     vane                  vein



                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                                 p.9.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. Sunday is the first day of the

____________________________________________________.

2. He was too ___________________________________ to walk.

3. The ______________________________________ was to well done.

4. Let’s ______________________________________ at the store.

weak                      week                        meet                     meat



                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                               p.10.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. A mouse has a long _______________________________________.

2. He told a ______________________________________ of long ago.

3. The lion had a shaggy _____________________________________.

4. It was the _____________________________________ pipeline.

tale                       tail                              mane                            main



                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                               p.11.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. The ____________________________________________ was late.

2. A boy is a ______________________________________________.

3. They were to _____________________________________ at dawn.

4. The _______________________________________ was on Tuesday.

mail                           male                          sail                           sale



                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                               p.12.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. Foxes __________________________________________ on
chickens.

2. They went to church to ____________________________________.

3. He had a ______________________________________ in his arm.

4. The window ____________________________________ was frosty.

pray                            prey                             pain                         pane



                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                               p.13.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. The _______________________________________ came down in
buckets.

2. The queen had a long ______________________________________.

3. Throw me a ______________________________________.

4. The baby began to ________________________________________.

rein                       rain                          ball                           bawl



                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                               p.14.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. She liked to ______________________________________ the
color blue.

2. The pushcart had copper __________________________________.

3. Fill the ___________________________________________ with
water.

4. She was of __________________________________________ face.

ware                          wear                          pail                             pale



                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                               p.15.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. She dyed her ______________________________________ pink.

2. A ________________________________________ has long ears.

3. The ____________________________________ was dark.

4. An ox can _____________________________________ heavy loads.

hair                         hare                           hall                          haul



                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                               p.16.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. The ___________________________________________ ran into
the woods.

2. The letter began “_____________________________________ sir.”

3. It was the last ________________________________________ of
summer.

4. The corn was planted in long

______________________________________________.

deer                          dear                           rows                          rose



                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                               p.17.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. The ___________________________________________ of the
bells began at dawn.

2. _____________________________________________ me an apple
please.

3. She wore a black ________________________________________.

4. The stream led through the

______________________________________________.

peel                       peal                         vale                          veil



                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                               p.18.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. The bus ____________________________________ was one dollar.

2. The weather report was __________________________________.

3. A bear has lots of ___________________________________.

4. An evergreen tree is called a _______________________________.

fair                          fare                            fur                          fir



                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                               p.19.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. The first number is _______________________________________.

2. The winner of the race ____________________________________.

3. The morning ______________________________________ was on
the rose.

4. The library book was ___________________________________ the
next day.

one                             won                             dew                         due



                   MotherGooseCaboose.com
HOMONYMS. Directions. Print out. A homonym is a word that is
pronounced like another word but that has a different meaning and is
usually spelled differently. Examples: Fur & fir.                               p.20.

NAME ____________________________________________________

Fill in the blanks.

1. An eyelash is part of an ____________________________________.

2. Another word for yes is ____________________________________.

3. The largest digit on a foot is a ______________________________.

4. The truck had to ___________________________________ the car.

eye                            aye                             toe                          tow


